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EXHIBIT 1
important to be able to do mathematics accurately and easily!
We’ve built a new calculator that is far easier to use, and
our experiments with it show people rarely make mistakes
with it. A key difference from conventional calculators is
that our calculator shows you everything you need to know.
This makes it much simpler and far more reliable to use.
Using it feels like using magic paper.
Of course you can get very sophisticated calculators, and
some can do calculus and draw graphs. These are all based
on pressing keys and using templates. For example, to get

Figure 1 The Thimbleby’s with their calculator.

Imagine writing a calculation down on paper and the paper
magically working out the answers. This exhibit is about a
calculator that works like this, which is ideal for pen-based
computers and interactive whiteboards in classrooms.
We have always used instruments to aid our mental
arithmetic: the abacus dates from around 3000BC, the slide
rule from 1650 and the first successful four-function
calculator from the 1820s. Calculators grew steadily more
sophisticated, reaching a pinnacle in the 1870s with the
work of Charles Babbage. By the 1970s, with the
development of electronics, calculators became popular,
affordable consumer products.
Everybody takes handheld calculators for granted, yet they
are harder to use and more unreliable than we think. We
use calculators to work out sums we don’t know the
answers to, so it is very important that they work reliably.

5
!
9 you need to select ! from a menu of templates (of
fractions, square roots, and so on), then type 5 over the top
black square, and then type 9 over the bottom. Once you’d
done that, you can’t easily change it to, say, 5-9 or even
5/9. So tedious!
Our approach does a lot better than imitating calculators or
using templates. Instead, you write what you want to see.
You could write 5 over 9, or write a dash and put 5 on top
of it and 9 below, or even write -59 and then move the 5
and 9 around to their final positions. You can write just as
you would on paper except you can edit it freely!
If a user wrote 3x=18, the calculator would immediately
show the correct missing number, 6, coloured so that it is
easier to see.
Here's our new calculator letting the user change that sum,
to one where it is all divided by 5:

We asked people to do some sums such as 4x-5 and harder
ones like 2–Π using ordinary calculators. We got surprising
results:
51% of calculators got wrong answers
(eg 4x–5=–1, not –20)
27% got the right answers
22% got error messages from their calculators.
A slip or an unnoticed oddity of calculation can cause disaster,
like paying the wrong bills, getting the wrong dose of
medicine, or throwing an aircraft off course. It is very
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You can see the user’s wobbly blue handwriting of the
division bar and their digit 5. Immediately, the calculator
recognises their handwritten 5 and presents it formally as a
typeset digit; at the same time it also re-solves the new
equation:
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on the other side of the equation. So with our new
calculator, rather than devising instructions like this to get
an answer, you write an equation without having to
rearrange it and get the calculator to solve it just like that,
wherever the answer is supposed to go.

…and the calculator immediately works out the new
answer, 270:

In an ordinary calculator, you have to rearrange every
problem so that the answer comes last after an equals sign
— not too hard in this case, but sometimes very tricky! So
on a conventional calculator this last example would need
to have been entered as 18x3x5= and you’d have to work
out that a / (division) on one side should be an x (multiply)

The benefits are immediately apparent when you see people
using it. People enjoy using it and have fun exploring
mathematics.
The potential of this sort of calculator for learning
mathematics and in enabling users to
calculate and solve problems they were not able to before is
very exciting. Hopefully it will prompt us to rethink and
redesign how we interact with and use calculators. There
are also exciting possibilities for its use on tablet PCs, smallscreen handhelds, and in school classrooms on interactive
whiteboards.
It’s a nice irony that using handwriting to make calculators
better uses computers to simulate a technology that was
invented thousands of years ago: pen and paper.
WHY NOT COLLABORATE?
The ideas are patented, and we are looking for industrial
and educational collaborators to help transform the
handheld and educational markets.
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It gives the answer 30. Now the user might want to edit this
by moving the 3x to the bottom of the equation, alongside
the 5 they wrote earlier. They can select and drag the 3x easily:
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Figure 2 Will Thimbleby shows how to use the calculator. The computer
recognizes how he moves his finger and uses a projector to show the
calculation.

Because no two-dimensional templates are needed, as in
conventional ‘advanced’ 2D calculators, on ours you can
change, say 23 into 32 very easily, in just one gesture.
People smile when they see the answer change so easily
from 8 to 9. It is fun to mess around and try to fool the
calculator – you can even write 23=32 and it will do
something sensible.

